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Who We Are
• VCT Corporation
• Delivering Relationship Marketing products and
services to the Private Club Industry since 1999
• Partnered with the Club Manager’s Association of
Europe (CMAE) as the Exclusive ePublishing
Provider
• Shared Mission with the Association –
Inform, Educate and Support Club Professionals

What We’re Going To Cover Today
• Relationship Marketing Best Practices
• Simple ways you can incorporate these concepts and
strategies into your day-to-day club operations

What Is Relationship Marketing?
• A marketing method in which clubs
consistently maintain two-way communication
with their prospective, current and inactive
members in order to gain a deeper
understanding of their needs while delivering
personal and compelling marketing and
communications throughout their lifecycle.

The Relationship Marketing Trend
Mass and “Blast” marketing has shifted to a more
personalized, targeted approach.
3 Key Components:
1. Nurture (Members): The process of initiating the exchange of
information and value (also, in the case of new members – moving
individuals through the “buy-in” cycle - “acclimating”).

2. Grow (Member Relationships): The process of building more
profitable, long-term relationships by encouraging repeat
activity/involvement.

3. Retain (Members): The process of identifying and winning back
inactive members by reengaging them with your Club, services and
programs.

1. Nurturing the Relationship
• Definition: The process of initiating the exchange of
information and value (also, in the case of new
members – moving individuals through the “buy-in”
cycle - “acclimating”).

Nurture: 7 Steps
• Seven Crucial Steps for Nurturing Relationships
with Members
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Carefully Indentify Demographics & Needs
Build Awareness of Value
Use an Offer to Draw Information from Members
Continually Collect Information
Build Trust
Demonstrate Value
Nurture on Regular Basis (Repeatedly and Consistently)

Exploring the Seven Steps
1. Carefully Indentifying Demographics & Needs




Demographic
Geographic
Attitudinal

2. Build Awareness of Value (at the outset)


Members need a constant awareness of the value of the
Club brand, especially when outside of the Club, in order
for them to feel connected and grow loyalty.

Seven Steps Continued
3. Using an Offer to Draw Information from Members
–
–

Provide something of value in exchange for information
Electronic Newsletters

4. Collect Information
–

Start at the beginning: general information for contact and
follow up; build at each and every opportunity

5. Build Trust
–

Demonstrate that the needs of the new members come before
that of the Club’s needs – this means using the information you
collect to provide greater value, not extract

Seven Steps Continued
6. Demonstrate Value
 Awareness is the first step. Then you need to demonstrate this
value
 Become a valuable source of information and entertainment in
(and outside) the Club

7. Nurture on Regular Basis (Repeatedly and Consistently)
 Use electronic newsletters (or ‘e-zines’) with targeted,
entertaining and informative content to stay in contact with
members on a regular basis
 Certain members have longer ‘acclimation’ cycles or require
more information on a regular basis to grow loyalty– cater to
those needs and be ‘top of mind’ when they’re getting ready to
activate/renew/refer

Applying the Seven Steps
• What do the Seven Steps Look Like?
• Let’s look at an example –
‘Thinking Like a Magazine Publisher’

Develop and Manage Your Database to
Enable Personalization & Segmentation

• Build from the

very first contact
• Knowledge you

can use to
segment content
• Use to

personalize and
customize
communications

First Impressions/Consistent Engagement
• “Welcome Stephen”!!!

• Engaging, informative & contentrich - make a good first impression
and keep your members interested
& engaged

•What are they reading?? Give
them what they want!

E-Brand vs. E-Blast…
Draw your members closer with interesting and informative
articles and news
(and drive sales in the process)
Designed to BUILD
your brand and
image

Table of contents
enables easy
navigation to your
articles, event notices
and promotions

Multiple articles with
“front-page”
placement provide
exposure to more
club content

Lifestyle content
helps you be “more”
to (and do more for)
your audience

E-Brand cont…
Archives allow
members to find past
information, notices,
content and offers

Standard links will
bring readers back to
your club web site

2. Growing the Relationship
• Definition: The process of building more profitable,
long-term relationships by encouraging repeat
activity/involvement.
• The Loyalty Ladder…defining the process of
maximizing the value of existing member
relationships through a clear set of principles, tactics
and related metrics.

Grow: The Loyalty Ladder
• The Loyalty Ladder: Moving from Member to
Advocate.
• Identify where members currently stand on the ladder:
 Establish qualification criteria
 Track activity and transactions that have occurred
 Know which members are providing value beyond
the initial membership fees and dues

Defining a Member vs. Advocate
• Relationship Prospect: An individual (or business) who
has joined your Club in some capacity, but has very little
involvement, and has no obvious loyalty.
• Relationship Customer: An individual (or business) that
has joined and on more than one occasion has been
seriously affiliated with your Club with repeated activity.
• Relationship Advocate: An individual (or business) that
provides unpaid promotion for your Club, products,
services and staff affiliated with the Club.

Growing Member Value
• Today, more resources are focused on marketing to, and
growing the value of, existing members than ever before.
– Clear consensus that it is more expensive to acquire new
members than grow existing.

1. Reduce Buyer Remorse: An uncomfortable feeling that,
if not resolved, can have a negative impact on the
lifetime value of the member.
2. Increases as the impact/$ of the purchase increases.
– Reducing Buyer Remorse:
a. Setting realistic expectations
b. Immediate follow-up – “The First 100 Days”
c. Reinforce the decision

Growing Member Value Cont.
2. Reinforce Value Proposition: This occurs when a
member is offered the promise of a benefit/multiple
benefits once the membership has been purchased.
This may not be realized with the purchase alone.
3. Encourage Adoption: Consumption/Activity is the
key to demonstrating the value of a product or
service. Marketing initiatives should be in place to
engage members immediately.

Growing Member Value Cont.
4. Increase Satisfaction: Member satisfaction is
directly linked with Club sustainability and success –
and satisfaction is an individual one-to-one effort…..
5. Develop Loyalty: Member satisfaction is important,
however “loyalty” is equally (if not more) important.


Loyalty: the state of being bound to a
product/service for emotional or tangible
reasons.

Growing Member Value Cont.
6. Extend Position as Trusted Resource
– Establishing your Club as a trusted resource for
information and lifestyle entertainment provides a
sustainable long-term competitive advantage.
– Build trust beyond the initial membership…
7. Increase Understanding of Needs
– People are motivated by their needs
– The most successful clubs/companies understand
current needs, but also anticipate future needs.

Growing Member Value Cont.
8. Qualify for Referral Opportunities
• Most Clubs have a greater chance of ‘selling’ the value
of a service/product to an active member than to a
prospective member. Therefore:
• Referrals from existing members are very powerful…

Growth Tactics
• It is critical for today’s clubs to maximize the power of
their existing membership base and work at greater
activation.
• Three tactics to consider in growing the value of
your base:
1. Welcome Campaign
2. Relevant and Timely eNewsletters
3. Cross-sell/Up-sell Promotions

Exploring Growth Tactics and Application
1.

Welcome Campaigns- Serve many functions, but most
important they should illustrate that you are excited for the
relationship and demonstrate that you understand the
member’s needs.

2.

Relevant and Timely eNewsletters- Help to reinforce your
position as a trusted resource and advisor. These should not
be short communications, but a series of articles or even
interactive in order to engage the audience.

3.

Cross-sell/Up-sell Promotions- The more a member buys
from a club (or spends at a club), the less likely they are to
switch.
Personalize the message based on member needs and
interests.

Let’s Revisit E-Publishing vs. E-blasts
E-Publishing

E-Mail Blasts

Sells your value to members, a high quality newsletter
to build your brand, emphasize your quality

Sell distressed ‘inventory’, discounted memberships
and last minute tee-times; tells a story of desperation

Personalized to your audience, targeted and tailored
messages to segments of your membership

A one size fits all, come-and-get-it approach that
carries an inconsistent message and brand

Sends a consistent message that your club is different,
and better, “and here are some reasons why”

Don’t address your member’s preferences, or why
you’re right for them

Generates results based on what you have to offer,
instead of how cheaply you offer it

Trains your members to look for the next discount offer,
deflates your brand

Gives you an opportunity to provide more diverse and
engaging content that your members will want to read

Get lost in the physical and virtual mountains of junk mail
and spam

“Useful”

“Useless”

Is Your E-Communications All Blast and no Brand?

E-Brand…

Instead, draw them in…..
Again, reinforce your
BRAND

Personalize your
message to make an
impact

Use a Table of
contents to create a
true publications and
give your audience a
“choice”

Golf and lifestyle
content helps create
readership interest
Use all available data
to target promotions
and opportunities

E-Brand cont…
Archives allow readers
to find past
information, notices,
content and offers

Polls and surveys
create interactive
dialog to engage your
audience

Utilize members and
prospects as a referral
mechanism, by simply
clicking a button!

Measuring Club Growth Marketing
• Once you have focused on growing your
relationships with club members, it is important to
measure your success, and determine where there
are opportunities for growth.
• Below are a few metrics to track in order to make
sure your team is meeting goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Number of New Members Added Per Month
Percentage of Members Actively Participating
Existing Member Revenue
Average Member Lifetime Value

Growth Case Study
• The Country Club at St Albans
 Content is King
 Never Miss
 “Creating a Lifestyle”

3. Retaining Members
• Definition: The process of identifying and winning
back inactive and lost members by reengaging them
with your Club, products and services.
• It is inevitable that eventually you will lose a member.
However, nearly 70% of individuals leave a brand
(or club) for “no special reason.”

Impact on the Bottom Line
• Win-Back Strategies:
Bottom Line Impact – 10% reduction in lost members can
increase revenue as much as 85%.
• Acquiring a new member is more costly than keeping a
current one
• Members become more profitable over time
• You are more likely to win-back a lost member than attract
a new one
• Two Main Reasons Why Win-Back Strategies Are Not A
Priority:
1. Clubs believe lost members are dead opportunities
2. Pride

Golden Rules for Winning Back Profitable
Relationships
1. Identify The ‘At-Risk’ and ‘Lost’ Early - The
earlier you detect an issue, the better odds you
have of reengaging and activating.
2. Evaluate Member/Customer Value - Do not target
ALL lost members. Focus on profitable ones that
can become ambassadors.
3. Understand Motivations for Defection –
Understand the motivations for leaving.

Golden Rules Cont.
5. Improve on the Attributes Most Valued - The most
successful Clubs are better than their competition at
understanding what their members value.
6. Stay in Touch- Continue to communicate on a
regular basis unless asked not to.
7. Ask for Another Chance- The most simple way to
reengage a member.
8. Provide a Peace Offering…Make it Stick- Create
parameters around the offer to ensure a specified
timeframe.

Strategies to Reengage Lost Members
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inactive Member Survey
Regular eNewsletters
Win-Back Promotions
Welcome-Back Campaign

Win Back with Brand -

Final Thoughts
• Review Your Existing Communication Processes
 Focus on Best Practices, Make the Necessary Adjustments and
Repeat What Works to Improve Results
• Make Sure You Have the Tools
 Relationship Marketing Concepts and Techniques Are Only
Meaningful if You Have the Ability to Carry Out the Plan. Get
Empowered to Succeed. That’s the First Step.
• Members Need to Be Captivated
 With Your Knowledge, Personalized Communication, One-toOne Approach, and Effective Content.
• Remember - "A Goal Without a Plan is Just a Wish.”
 Most Competitive Athletes (or, Successful Marketing
Professionals) Start with a Plan to Do Well, Not Merely a Wish
to Do Well.

Thank You.

Stephen Ready
President & CEO
P: 617-566-7055 ext 212
sready@vctcorp.com

